
username date time status
BethRitterGuth 1/24/2011 1:02 AM RT @cfront8: View Kindle Notes on a Webpage http://j.mp/ecSRdn #engchat
BethRitterGuth 1/24/2011 1:05 AM RT @BloggersELT: #engchat What's in a Surname? - A Map of Names http://ow.ly/1aZOlL
nenifoofer 1/24/2011 2:40 AM The #engchat Daily is out! http://bit.ly/fnwhJP â–¸ Top stories today by @ecarboni @djtyl
ecarboni 1/24/2011 5:24 AM @nenifoofer thanks for the mention in the #engchat daily
cybraryman1 1/24/2011 8:22 AM Monday Chats: #mathchat #engchat #sschat #musedchat #ellchat #journchat #kinderchat #smcedu #sagchat: http://bit.ly/9SFJDj
Mollybmom 1/24/2011 8:37 AM RT @cybraryman1: Monday Chats: #mathchat #engchat #sschat #musedchat #ellchat #journchat #kinderchat #smcedu #sagchat: http://bit.ly/9SFJDj
dane1434 1/24/2011 10:07 AM RT @cybraryman1: Monday Chats: #mathchat #engchat #sschat #musedchat #ellchat #journchat #kinderchat #smcedu #sagchat: http://bit.ly/9SFJDj
marknkilmer 1/24/2011 10:31 AM Who needs textbooks? war poem presentations http://www.mnkilmer.com/what/?p=188 #engchat
lisamonthie 1/24/2011 10:49 AM RT @cybraryman1: Monday Chats: #mathchat #engchat #sschat #musedchat #ellchat #journchat #kinderchat #smcedu #sagchat: http://bit.ly/9SFJDj
klbz 1/24/2011 10:55 AM RT @mrami2: #engchat with @mrchase today at 7 PM EST - topics here: http://ow.ly/3GUTg Pls RT.
MZimmer557 1/24/2011 12:40 PM Weekly Core Subject Resources http://goo.gl/sBVjp - Several for Science #edchat #edtech #scichat #engchat #sschat #mathchat
ELTotten 1/24/2011 12:44 PM What were the safety rules and guidelines you taught your students prior to them starting their own blogs? #engchat #edchat #edtech
aakune 1/24/2011 1:04 PM RT @MZimmer557: Weekly Core Subject Resources http://goo.gl/sBVjp - Several for Science #edchat #edtech #scichat #engchat #sschat #mathchat
gmbondi 1/24/2011 1:06 PM A "cynic's view" of Personalized Learning http://bit.ly/frK6En - Thoughtful post  & contribution @taraehrcke #cpchat #BCed #engchat #edchat
gmbondi 1/24/2011 1:23 PM The Future of Reading http://lat.ms/hwtxYz - 7 great articles and a link to "Want to explore digital books?" #engchat #cpchat #BCed
GrantFrend 1/24/2011 1:33 PM RT @gmbondi: The Future of Reading http://lat.ms/hwtxYz - 7 great articles and a link to "Want to explore digital books?" #engchat #cpchat #BCed
GrantFrend 1/24/2011 1:34 PM RT @gmbondi: A "cynic's view" of Personalized Learning http://bit.ly/frK6En - Thoughtful post  & contribution @taraehrcke #cpchat #BCed #engchat #edchat
gmbondi 1/24/2011 2:15 PM Blogpost to follow: iPad Literacy cohort at JO 11-12 (28 kids at gr5-6 reading level ) Why iPad: http://bit.ly/gISXoj #BCed #cpchat #engchat
butwait 1/24/2011 2:17 PM RT me: #educon folks, check out #engchat w/ SLA's own @mrchase tonight 7 PM EST - see topics here: http://ow.ly/3IJTI Help spread the word?
jorech 1/24/2011 2:37 PM RT @butwait: : #educon folks, check out #engchat w/ SLA's own @mrchase tonight 7 PM EST - see topics here: http://ow.ly/3IJTI
BookYap 1/24/2011 3:00 PM MMMM... I smell #Bacon. Francis Bacon, that is :) "Top 10 Books for the Bacon Lover" http://so-kt.tw/6pM #edchat #litchat #engchat #smcedu
mrwejr 1/24/2011 3:44 PM RT @gmbondi: A "cynic's view" of Personalized Learning http://bit.ly/frK6En - Thoughtful post  & contribution @taraehrcke #cpchat #BCed #engchat #edchat
pete_rodrigues 1/24/2011 4:24 PM Queens Public Library stops purchasing new books via @wnyc http://bit.ly/esXx2Z #savelibraries #engchat
pete_rodrigues 1/24/2011 4:28 PM American Icons: The Autobiography of Malcolm X from @studio360show http://bit.ly/aZccC0 <- great show! #engchat
internet4classr 1/24/2011 5:40 PM RT @rushtheiceberg: Seriously awesome take on a writing prompts: http://bit.ly/h9IHbd  #edchat #engchat #midleved
aleaness 1/24/2011 5:49 PM RT @mwacker: #educon attendees, tune in for #engchat w/ SLA's own @mrchase tomorrow 7 PM EST - see topics here: http://ow.ly/3IJTI Help spread the word?
pete_rodrigues 1/24/2011 6:00 PM Good topics! RT @mrami2 in one hour join #engchat w/ @mrchase tonight's topics: http://ow.ly/3Js8l
pickledtreats 1/24/2011 6:09 PM @mrami2 I'm going to be awake for a virtual meeting anyway. This means #engchat tonight - yay! Timezones shmimezones.
nenifoofer 1/24/2011 6:11 PM Web 2.0 Storytelling: Emergence of a New Genre (EDUCAUSE Review) | EDUCAUSE http://t.co/y34N7g9 via @Diigo #engchat #ozteachers #edchat
nenifoofer 1/24/2011 6:16 PM CogDogRoo - 50+ StoryTools http://t.co/bwmyQIQ via @Diigo #engchat #edchat #ozteachers #digistroytelling
nenifoofer 1/24/2011 6:21 PM About Â« THE ORWELL diaries http://t.co/TvwCipl via @Diigo all G Orwells diaries blogged each day. #engchat #ozteachers
nenifoofer 1/24/2011 6:38 PM Mind Maps - a key to learning? http://t.co/FrULQs0 via @smik09 #engchat #edchat #ozteachers
SLazarOtC 1/24/2011 6:46 PM Actually making it this week! RT @mrami2 in one hour join #engchat w/ @mrchase tonight's topics: http://ow.ly/3Js8l - pls RT
thereadingzone 1/24/2011 6:54 PM Excited for #engchat!
vondamcfarlin 1/24/2011 6:55 PM RT @mrami2: in one hour join #engchat w/ @mrchase tonight's topics: http://ow.ly/3Js8l - pls RT
CBethM 1/24/2011 7:01 PM Whoo hoo! I'll be at Educon! But now I'm psyched for tonight's chat! #engchat
MrChase 1/24/2011 7:02 PM #engchat Hey all, let's do this. What non-traditional tools do you rely on in the English classroom?
seanmccomb 1/24/2011 7:03 PM Looking for poem suggestions, anyone want to share their favorites? #engchat
michelleleandra 1/24/2011 7:04 PM @seanmccomb #engchat Any particular theme or course for poetry recs?
SLazarOtC 1/24/2011 7:04 PM My non-traditional tool for the English classroom is using my history class to teach English! Wasn't assigned any English this year #engchat
thereadingzone 1/24/2011 7:04 PM This year I am relying on Edmodo a lot. My freshman have really taken to it. I just wish it threaded discussions! #engchat
seanmccomb 1/24/2011 7:05 PM I really enjoy using The Kite Runner...leads to a lot of re-examining of assumptions, stereotypes.  Also great read that kids enjoy #engchat
tkraz 1/24/2011 7:05 PM group.ly for online class discussions and some writing. google forms to submit student generated quiz/test questions. #engchat
thereadingzone 1/24/2011 7:05 PM Most recently, I have started a book trailers group on Edmodo and I post a few/week. Kids reply if they want a bk. So far -great #engchat
pete_rodrigues 1/24/2011 7:05 PM #engchat non-traditional tool has been skype in journalism class to talk to pro journos.
michelleleandra 1/24/2011 7:06 PM @thereadingzone  #engchat Awesome, how did you build connections with journalists?  Students network or you?
thereadingzone 1/24/2011 7:07 PM @tkraz Oh, I've started using google forms for HW, embedding questions on Edmodo.  Love the timestamp-no more issues w/handing in #engchat
MrChase 1/24/2011 7:07 PM #engchat @thereadingzone Gotcha. Yeah #edmodo has been picking up steam. Have you e-mailed about threaded disc?
tkraz 1/24/2011 7:07 PM New great read for freshmen this year - Absolutely True Diary of a Part-Time Indian #engchat
bookyarncafe 1/24/2011 7:08 PM @MrChase I AlphaSmarts. We have 3 & kids  really know when need  2 use them (comp too distract/pencil not keeping ideas flowing) #engchat
MrChase 1/24/2011 7:08 PM #engchat @seanmccomb Do you have a copy of Poetry 180 for your class or Good Poems for Hard Times?
pete_rodrigues 1/24/2011 7:08 PM I networked the connections this time, though I have had students email journos in the past as part of a role play assgnmnt #engchat
JPPrezz 1/24/2011 7:09 PM I like to us bubbl.us for mindmapping/prewriting.  #engchat
seanmccomb 1/24/2011 7:09 PM Oh, tools :). My students create PbWorks wikis to publish work, comment/critique one another.  Provides forum for no blog district #engchat
michelleleandra 1/24/2011 7:09 PM #engchat I was just going to suggest poetry 180 too: http://bit.ly/2pSC91
thereadingzone 1/24/2011 7:10 PM I just started using http://crocodoc.com/ for grading/assessment. Love that I can upload an format,comment,+ share w/ kids securely #engchat
pete_rodrigues 1/24/2011 7:10 PM .@seanmccomb we've used "against forgetting" which focuses on the idea of "witness" powerful stuff http://amzn.to/etbmiN #engchat



MrChase 1/24/2011 7:10 PM @intrepidteacher #engchat I don't think it counts as trad. just yet. And I'm the same.
moduffycobb 1/24/2011 7:11 PM @MrChase @intrepidteacher MOODLE! Going online together is fun and interactive in the ESL classroom.  #engchat
MrChase 1/24/2011 7:11 PM #engchat What non-electronic non-traditional tools are Eng teachers using this year that they couldn't do without?
michelleleandra 1/24/2011 7:11 PM #engchat With Octavia Butler's Kindred,  created magazines 4 decades in Am. hist. & wrote stories abt moderrn char. going back to that time
pete_rodrigues 1/24/2011 7:12 PM this is super-trad (so trad its now non-trad? ;) and not necessarily a tool, but I've used harkness tables with my kids this yr. #engchat
mrami2 1/24/2011 7:12 PM Dorothy Lange's photography used with "Marigolds" short story - powerful stuff. #engchat
SLazarOtC 1/24/2011 7:12 PM @MrChase I'm using small student white boards to have students share out ideas in groups for 1st time.   Seen good results. #engchat
bookyarncafe 1/24/2011 7:12 PM u@JPPrezz just bookmarked bubbl.us Thanks! #engchat
chadsansing 1/24/2011 7:13 PM #engchat @MrChase can't do w/o brushes, canvas, & paints for performance assessments of readings on art movements & DIY ekphrasis
MrChase 1/24/2011 7:13 PM @slazarotc Yeah, I stumbled on these last week and they're really changing things. http://ow.ly/3JueD #engchat
1healigan 1/24/2011 7:13 PM #engchat  sonnet illuminations: kids make linked annotations on class wiki for lit devices, cultural notes.  explication next..
michelleleandra 1/24/2011 7:13 PM @mrami2 #engchat Really great idea!  The photography really brings the time period to life...my students looked at it for magazine proj.
JPPrezz 1/24/2011 7:13 PM @bookyarncafe  There are a few other sites and downloads similar, but bubbl.us is my fav. #engchat
PaulWHankins 1/24/2011 7:14 PM When we see clipboards as "portable workstations," we expand the notion of what "classroom/workspace" looks like. #engchat
JPPrezz 1/24/2011 7:14 PM i know it's traditional, but I can't live w/o dialectical journals.  #engchat
1healigan 1/24/2011 7:15 PM @mrami2 one of my dreams too--kids do not even fit into old desks either. #engchat
pete_rodrigues 1/24/2011 7:15 PM saw my room partner use cubes - one set with story titles, another set with lit elem for midterm review #engchat
PaulWHankins 1/24/2011 7:15 PM StickyNotes are great (particularly the lined variety for older students) for thought capture and what we call StickyNote Theater. #engchat
frankisibberson 1/24/2011 7:15 PM RT @PaulWHankins: When we see clipboards as "portable workstations," we expand the notion of what "classroom/workspace" looks like. #engchat
MrChase 1/24/2011 7:15 PM @jpprezz I don't know that enough teachers would consider those traditional, but I'm right there with you. #engchat
SLazarOtC 1/24/2011 7:15 PM @MrChase It's changed my Think/Pair/Shares from solely a thinking exercise to also a writing one #engchat
JPPrezz 1/24/2011 7:15 PM RT @PaulWHankins: When we see clipboards as "portable workstations," we expand the notion of what "classroom/workspace" looks like. #engchat
bookyarncafe 1/24/2011 7:15 PM therapy balls (currently have 2) and are looking for other seating options are my non traditional non tech go-to items (7th grade) #engchat
pete_rodrigues 1/24/2011 7:15 PM @mrami2 just make them a table  - we move them all the time. #engchat
seanmccomb 1/24/2011 7:16 PM I implemented reading personally chosen text with theme based lit circles, after seeing idea from @MrChase's classroom. <3 choice. #engchat
thereadingzone 1/24/2011 7:16 PM Most important non-tech tool in my room is my classroom library. #engchat
JPPrezz 1/24/2011 7:16 PM @MrChase I probably rely on them too much, but they're great for getting kids to think critically about literature.  #engchat
MrChase 1/24/2011 7:16 PM @chadsansing That's great. Do you have that written up somewhere that we could see and replicate it? #engchat
Mollybmom 1/24/2011 7:17 PM RT @PaulWHankins: StickyNotes are great (particularly the lined variety for older students) for thought capture and what we call StickyNote Theater. #engchat
MrChase 1/24/2011 7:17 PM Building off of what @PaulWHankins just said, what kind of out-of-class experiences do your students get? #engchat
bookyarncafe 1/24/2011 7:17 PM @PaulWHankins I agree! Students really like clipboards -- somehow a novel idea to them (to quote you "See what I did there?") #engchat
Edu_Traveler 1/24/2011 7:17 PM My most important non-tech tool has always been flipchart paper and lots of markers #engchat #engchat
frankisibberson 1/24/2011 7:17 PM RT @thereadingzone: Most important non-tech tool in my room is my classroom library. #engchat
michelleleandra 1/24/2011 7:17 PM @thereadingzone #engchat Yes!  Me too!  I have trouble buying for my nook bc I often like to pass books on to studetns.
SLazarOtC 1/24/2011 7:17 PM @thereadingzone We started using pop YA lit for independent reading in my Bronx HS this year.  It's transformed it #engchat
JPPrezz 1/24/2011 7:17 PM @PaulWHankins one of my colleagues does a sticky note activity with her  honors freshmen.  great stuff!  #engchat
PaulWHankins 1/24/2011 7:17 PM I have a "Thinking Wall" in Room 210 that's filled w/ words and images from Mental Floss, Psychology Today, writing magazines. #engchat
bookyarncafe 1/24/2011 7:18 PM @PaulWHankins I use the lined sticky notes, but would love to hear more about "sticky note theater" #engchat
Edu_Traveler 1/24/2011 7:18 PM @SLazarOtC @thereadingzone What are some YA titles that really worked for your students? #engchat
JPPrezz 1/24/2011 7:18 PM RT @Edu_Traveler: My most important non-tech tool has always been flipchart paper and lots of markers #engchat  <~~~LOVE IT! going t steal
MrChase 1/24/2011 7:18 PM @seanmccomb Awesome. How has it been going. Just announced choice's return in class today to cheers of joy. #engchat
PaulWHankins 1/24/2011 7:18 PM RT @thereadingzone: Most important non-tech tool in my room is my classroom library. #engchat
chadsansing 1/24/2011 7:18 PM @MrChase yes & no; the pieces that i wrote up are on a hard drive that has since been drenched in cocoa. can i share the next one? #engchat
SLazarOtC 1/24/2011 7:19 PM @Edu_Traveler Really any popular series. Gone. Hunger Games. Drama High. Gossip Girl. #engchat
frankisibberson 1/24/2011 7:19 PM @PaulWHankins Wall space has huge potential to connect people through conversations.  #engchat
MrChase 1/24/2011 7:19 PM @chadsansing #engchat Bummer and definitely.
thereadingzone 1/24/2011 7:20 PM @Edu_Traveler Huge right now?  Across the Universe, Before I Fall, The Lost Hero, Tomorrow When the War Began, Hunger Games,Matched #engchat
PaulWHankins 1/24/2011 7:20 PM Our Room 210 Thinking Wall. Ever evolving collage. http://on.fb.me/fwb2Ve An invitation to stop, look, write. #engchat
pete_rodrigues 1/24/2011 7:20 PM kids love Perks of Being a Wallflower but we are facing a challenge from a parent #engchat
tkraz 1/24/2011 7:21 PM Had a student go trad today & bring in present for me "and everyone" - many different colors of dry erase markers! ... #engchat
michelleleandra 1/24/2011 7:21 PM #engchat I've heard quite a few students like Alexie's "The Absolutely True Diary of a Part-Time Indian"
MrChase 1/24/2011 7:21 PM @SLazarOtC @Edu_Traveler #engchat Just read the first _Hunger Games_ book. #quality
PaulWHankins 1/24/2011 7:21 PM @bookyarncafe We get into groups/break down sections of text (say, Act I of The Crucible). Each group renders in SN Stick Figures. #engchat
Edu_Traveler 1/24/2011 7:21 PM @JPPrezz Yes, flipchart paper forces collaboration and can be used on the floor, walls, tables or desks. #engchat
mwacker 1/24/2011 7:22 PM @PaulWHankins can't see it but it sounds like a great way to engage and share in a safe non published environment #engchat
tkraz 1/24/2011 7:22 PM @michelleleandra My guys (I teach all boys) loved it. Plenty to talk about after they got over the thought that it was "light" rdng #engchat
MrChase 1/24/2011 7:22 PM @pete_rodrigues #engchat Just used _Perks_ in the classroom. The kids can't stop talking about it.
PaulWHankins 1/24/2011 7:22 PM RT @frankisibberson: @PaulWHankins Wall space has huge potential to connect people through conversations.  #engchat



CBethM 1/24/2011 7:22 PM RT @thereadingzone: Most important non-tech tool in my room is my classroom library. #engchat
pete_rodrigues 1/24/2011 7:23 PM @MrChase  Perks is amazingly good at reaching my reluctant boy readers - too bad someone thinks its filth #engchat
Edu_Traveler 1/24/2011 7:23 PM @MeChase @thereadingzone @SLazarOtc Thx! I've got my reading list  #engchat
CBethM 1/24/2011 7:23 PM @PaulWHankins I like the thinking wall idea. Your classroom has loads of inspiration in it. This is another on that list! #engchat
thereadingzone 1/24/2011 7:23 PM Had a senior say to me today, "Thank you for helping me remember that I love to read". Modeling/making time for reading makes diff! #engchat
ddigiova 1/24/2011 7:23 PM RT @thereadingzone: Most important non-tech tool in my room is my classroom library. #engchat
seanmccomb 1/24/2011 7:23 PM @MrChase gone well, going off/on with what am told 'needs to be taught.'. Mix is good, works through skills together, practice indv.#engchat
michelleleandra 1/24/2011 7:23 PM #engchat Freshmen and sophomores at my school love The Glass Castle, The Perks of Being a Wallflower, and Speak
PaulWHankins 1/24/2011 7:24 PM RT @thereadingzone: Had a senior say to me today, "Thank you for helping me remember that I love to read". Modeling/making time for reading makes diff! #engchat
MrChase 1/24/2011 7:24 PM #engchat Ok, shifting gears, how would your students describe you and your process as a writer? How right would they be?
tkraz 1/24/2011 7:24 PM ... unplanned disc today about what color marker to use for topics, ideas, even characters. Many times, unplanned rocks. #engchat
frankisibberson 1/24/2011 7:24 PM RT @thereadingzone: Had a senior say to me today, "Thank you for helping me remember that I love to read". Modeling/making time for reading makes diff! #engchat
PaulWHankins 1/24/2011 7:25 PM We have a portable cabinet up front filled with markers, highlighters, crayons. Anything a person might need to "map" out an idea. #engchat
michelleleandra 1/24/2011 7:26 PM #engchat I think my students would see my process as somewhat similar to theirs--I do it all on the computer & love Google docs for revision
PaulWHankins 1/24/2011 7:26 PM And I refuse--flat out refuse--to kibitz over "materials." We are a writing classroom/community. Pens and paper always available. #engchat
Edu_Traveler 1/24/2011 7:26 PM RT @thereadingzone: Modeling/making time for reading makes diff! >>so true. Many teachers don't do this for HS students. #engchat
DuffyBarkley 1/24/2011 7:27 PM RT @thereadingzone: Had a senior say to me today, "Thank you for helping me remember that I love to read". Modeling/making time for reading makes diff! #engchat
PaulWHankins 1/24/2011 7:28 PM In-Room Time/Rehearsal is most valuable non-tech (but unfortunately non-traditional as well) tool we can offer writing students. #engchat
mwacker 1/24/2011 7:28 PM @MrChase thats a great question Zac. My students would say i never finished any writing. That wouldn't be far off from true either #engchat
morebooksplz 1/24/2011 7:28 PM RT @thereadingzone: Most recently, I have started a book trailers group on Edmodo and I post a few/week. Kids reply if they want a bk. So far -great #engchat
michelleleandra 1/24/2011 7:28 PM #engchat Most students should revise more, but I try to model how I save work, copy it, change it around, and sometimes go back to the orig.
MrChase 1/24/2011 7:29 PM @michelleleandra #engchat Do you publish and share with them what you publish?
MrChase 1/24/2011 7:30 PM @mwacker #engchat Never finished in the literal or artistic sense?
pete_rodrigues 1/24/2011 7:30 PM @thereadingzone figment has been wonderful for our creative writing classes. #engchat
thereadingzone 1/24/2011 7:30 PM My students have really started using Figment and convinced me to use it, too. They are posting stories and commenting. It's great! #engchat
PaulWHankins 1/24/2011 7:30 PM @MrChase My students know I write and some even take the time to Google me to see what I have posted and where. I have fans (wink). #engchat
thereadingzone 1/24/2011 7:31 PM #engchat
msstewart 1/24/2011 7:31 PM @MrChase stretching, improv exercises #engchat
TeachMoore 1/24/2011 7:31 PM @michelleleandra  I like to share my writing with my students as well. #engchat
michelleleandra 1/24/2011 7:32 PM #engchat I share some writing with them, and I also talk to them about what I choose not to publish and why--part. memoir.
mwacker 1/24/2011 7:32 PM @MrChase yep I really struggle with graduating a piece to published. #engchat
MrChase 1/24/2011 7:33 PM @msstewart #engchat Ah, yes. Those are great exercises for getting the brain moving. Students sometimes don't see the connection.
MrChase 1/24/2011 7:33 PM @PaulWHankins #engchat Do you take time to show them writing your particularly proud of or to ask their input in revision?
PaulWHankins 1/24/2011 7:34 PM @MrChase Absolutely. When I ask for input, I usually give them two feeder poems and mine (w/o author names). Authentic feedback. #engchat
morebooksplz 1/24/2011 7:34 PM RT @thereadingzone: My students have really started using Figment and convinced me to use it, too. They are posting stories and commenting. It's great! #engchat
MrChase 1/24/2011 7:35 PM #engchat What are examples of the best reading/writing assignments you've created in the last year?
PaulWHankins 1/24/2011 7:36 PM @MrChase When we do our research paper, we incorporate reflection via I-Search elements. I think this gets missed sometimes. #engchat
MrChase 1/24/2011 7:36 PM #engchat RE that last tweet, pls share links to them as well if they're online.
pete_rodrigues 1/24/2011 7:37 PM @MrChase most fun writing assignment (certainly not created by me) parody of "to be" soliloquy #engchat
SLazarOtC 1/24/2011 7:38 PM @thereadingzone Ibsen? Really?  What text? #engchat
Tmck76 1/24/2011 7:38 PM Favorite assignment is one the students design.  They pick and topic and read a fiction and nonfiction piece about it. #engchat
MrChase 1/24/2011 7:39 PM @tmck76 #engchat Where can I read more about that?
Edu_Traveler 1/24/2011 7:39 PM @MrChase Although I don't teach much anymore..but any chance I get I teach the multi-genre research paper. #engchat
thereadingzone 1/24/2011 7:39 PM Most fun so far? Socratic Seminar based around Ibsen's Enemy of the People. Kids debated Wikileaks and right to know.  #engchat
pete_rodrigues 1/24/2011 7:40 PM journo kids wrote a feature on an aesop fable #engchat
Tmck76 1/24/2011 7:40 PM The students will design their homework assignments and final assessment this year, too.  #engchat
Tmck76 1/24/2011 7:41 PM @MrChase Unfortunately,it's in my head and harddrive. Did it for the first time last year; the students and I both had so much fun!#engchat
SLazarOtC 1/24/2011 7:41 PM @Edu_Traveler have done multi-genre around text, but not around research - can you explain more? #engchat
thereadingzone 1/24/2011 7:41 PM My freshman had a lot of fun writing their own high school Canterbury Tales. They were hysterical! #engchat
MrChase 1/24/2011 7:42 PM @tmck76 You've got to blog that! How else will it get borrowed and built upon? #engchat
Tmck76 1/24/2011 7:42 PM I also love the memoir/personal narrative unit I do in the fall.  It creates such a  strong bond in the classroom. #engchat
thereadingzone 1/24/2011 7:42 PM Oh, and my seniors chose a character from Hamlet and tweeted as them. Great analysis of characterization. #engchat
Tmck76 1/24/2011 7:43 PM @MrChase If only I could stay up past 8!  I tend to fall asleep putting my kids to bed.  One of these days...#engchat
SLazarOtC 1/24/2011 7:43 PM @Edu_Traveler duh.  of course.  great idea. #engchat
bookyarncafe 1/24/2011 7:43 PM @thereadingzone I love that idea. We've used tweets for  some humanities work (as historical figures). Fun! #engchat
frankisibberson 1/24/2011 7:43 PM Considering trying pechakucha with 5th graders as part of their persuasive study.  #engchat
morebooksplz 1/24/2011 7:43 PM RT @thereadingzone: Oh, and my seniors chose a character from Hamlet and tweeted as them. Great analysis of characterization. #engchat
Edu_Traveler 1/24/2011 7:43 PM @SLazarOtC Students choose topic of interest, research and must share what they learned about topic using multiple genres. #engchat



MrChase 1/24/2011 7:44 PM #engchat What about music in the classroom? I use pop songs like Gaga to model applying lit theory.
cybraryman1 1/24/2011 7:44 PM @thereadingzone My Shakespeare page: http://bit.ly/GSdP2 #engchat
SLazarOtC 1/24/2011 7:45 PM @Edu_Traveler Of course.  I've typically used I-Search for research in Eng classes, but never though to use multi-genre for it too #engchat
Edu_Traveler 1/24/2011 7:45 PM @SLazarOtC It's great because students pick their topic so the interest is already there #engchat
PaulWHankins 1/24/2011 7:46 PM @MrChase I like taking Suzanne Vega's "Tom's Diner" from the page, to the album, to the remix by DNA. Demonstrate remix culture. #engchat
pete_rodrigues 1/24/2011 7:46 PM my kids performed their own dumbshows from other hamlet scenes -- they chose music. fav tune? imogen heap's hide and seek #engchat
MrBrettYoung 1/24/2011 7:47 PM Use it all the time! RT @MrChase: #engchat What about music in the classroom? I use pop songs like Gaga to model applying lit theory.
MrChase 1/24/2011 7:48 PM Speaking of that, how often are you teaching lit theory in your classrooms? #engchat
Anastasiawords 1/24/2011 7:48 PM RT @thereadingzone: Most important non-tech tool in my room is my classroom library. #engchat
cybraryman1 1/24/2011 7:48 PM I have seen teachers have students make glogs incorporating songs, their own audio and quotes in LA #engchat
thereadingzone 1/24/2011 7:48 PM @ecarboni I am having an issue with group.ly  Kids keep getting friend requests from random people #engchat
MrChase 1/24/2011 7:49 PM @cybraryman1 @thereadingzone Great. Just e-mailed the page to my Shakespeare class. #engchat
Tmck76 1/24/2011 7:49 PM I love having students create the soundtrack for a character/chapter/whole novel then have them write to explain rationale #engchat
PaulWHankins 1/24/2011 7:49 PM @tmck76 Then my work is done, friend. You're welcome. De De De De de de de de De De De De De De De De. . .Hankins. Out (wink). #engchat
Anastasiawords 1/24/2011 7:50 PM Wish I could use twitter in my classroom. #engchat
thereadingzone 1/24/2011 7:50 PM @ecarboni Our group is private, but somehow other group.ly subscribers are finding my kids and requesting connections. #engchat
pete_rodrigues 1/24/2011 7:50 PM @MrChase with my seniors it is the backbone of the course . with younger kids , intro it piecemeal through class reading/discussion #engchat
ecarboni 1/24/2011 7:50 PM @thereadingzone Make your site private so only members can comment #engchat
MrChase 1/24/2011 7:51 PM @Anastasiawords I'm guessing you also can't use cell phones? #engchat
MrChase 1/24/2011 7:51 PM @pete_rodrigues What resources do you use and what lenses do you introduce? #engchat
ecarboni 1/24/2011 7:52 PM #engchat had students recently create parodies in song about a current issue like junk food, bullying, rap music
ecarboni 1/24/2011 7:53 PM @thereadingzone Wow, did you try reporting that to the CEO who normally responds to help questions. Rich R. #engchat
cybraryman1 1/24/2011 7:53 PM @MrChase My Literature page: http://bit.ly/hVFdyh Literary Criticism: http://bit.ly/gRTO8E #engchat
teachingfriends 1/24/2011 7:53 PM RT @thereadingzone: Had a senior say to me today, "Thank you for helping me remember that I love to read". Modeling/making time for reading makes diff! #engchat
teachingfriends 1/24/2011 7:53 PM @MrChase My Ss would describe me as a writer who writes from a place of emotion & believes a writers work is never done. #engchat
PaulWHankins 1/24/2011 7:53 PM @Anastasiawords What about Twiducate or programs like Today's Meeting. You could still emulate the forum, but change the medium. #engchat
MrChase 1/24/2011 7:53 PM @ecarboni Where do they live now? #engchat
chadsansing 1/24/2011 7:54 PM #engchat @MrChase not using much music this year, but used to routinely match songs, movies, & print texts 4 evidence pools 4 stdnt wrtng
Anastasiawords 1/24/2011 7:54 PM @PaulWHankins True. I need to look into it. #engchat
PaulWHankins 1/24/2011 7:54 PM @MrChase This is why I like William Kist's The Socially Networked Classroom. Offers no-tech (@AnastasiaWords' tweets) options. #engchat
pete_rodrigues 1/24/2011 7:55 PM @MrChase http://amzn.to/fY7AVu  & black cover book: critical approaches?  title not coming to me. tons of stuff they find & eval  #engchat
teachingfriends 1/24/2011 7:55 PM @chadsansing @MrChase #engchat Our writing music is Chopin.
MrChase 1/24/2011 7:55 PM @PaulWHankins Agreed. @AnastasiaWords, you should get ahold of @williamkist #engchat
ecarboni 1/24/2011 7:55 PM @MrChase From Phila. PA #engchat
MrChase 1/24/2011 7:57 PM @chadsansing Would have loved to be in on that. #engchat
pete_rodrigues 1/24/2011 7:57 PM alright #engchat and @MrChase thanks for the stimulating chat, gotta go put the munchkin to bed.
teachingfriends 1/24/2011 7:57 PM #engchat Today we analyzed author's writing & our own writing 4 emotion, meaningful props, sensory images, variety of sentence construction
MrChase 1/24/2011 7:57 PM @pete_rodrigues Sweet. Have you read Critical Encounters?  #engchat
ecarboni 1/24/2011 7:57 PM #engchat I've used Stairway to Heaven to teach poetry critique. Great mix of instruments & sounds to create mood.
chadsansing 1/24/2011 7:57 PM #engchat @MrChase best reading assignment: 8th grade House of the Scorpion/are clones human? debate; happened organically over 2 or 3 days
teachingfriends 1/24/2011 7:58 PM #engchat Continued -Tomorrow we will evaluate and work on power words.
pete_rodrigues 1/24/2011 7:58 PM @MrChase that's the one I was thinking of! Thanks for jogging my memory. its great! #engchat
chadsansing 1/24/2011 7:58 PM #engchat @MrChase best writing assignment: maybe design docs 4 Minecraft construction prjcts; first multi-page responses from resistant boys
MrChase 1/24/2011 7:58 PM @ecarboni "American Pie" fits right in there as well. #engchat
Anastasiawords 1/24/2011 7:58 PM @MrChase @PaulWHankins @williamkist thanks I will #engchat
ecarboni 1/24/2011 7:59 PM @MrChase Haven't used that but will definitely take advantage of the suggestion. #engchat
AliRust 1/24/2011 7:59 PM @thereadingzone Just checked out Figment!  Very cool!  I used to use Urbis, but it's gone now.  #engchat
Edu_Traveler 1/24/2011 8:00 PM @chadsansing @MrChase I used to have music Fridays. The music we  analyzed tied in with the essential ?s and themes of our unit. #engchat
teachingfriends 1/24/2011 8:00 PM #engchat Wednesday we will look at balance of narrative, movement, dialogue, inner thought, & sensory images.
MrChase 1/24/2011 8:00 PM @chadsansing That sounds great. Where can I read more about it? #engchat
MrChase 1/24/2011 8:01 PM @Edu_Traveler @chadsansing That sounds excellent. I'll have to give that a try. #engchat
MrChase 1/24/2011 8:01 PM @teachingfriends I've been playing Balmorhea during writing lately. Calming yet energizing. #engchat
PaulWHankins 1/24/2011 8:02 PM @MrChase I like to go back and get those artists that are unknown by teens. Did they invent angst? Ummm. No. Morrissey/Smiths/Cure. #engchat
chadsansing 1/24/2011 8:03 PM @MrChase check http://bit.ly/KNX0q & http://bit.ly/ereLFg as we build toward 3/21 #engchat on gamification in the language arts classroom :)
pete_rodrigues 1/24/2011 8:03 PM #engchat meetup at #educon?
MrChase 1/24/2011 8:03 PM @mrami2 It was a pleasure. Excited to see you as well! Hope you're ready to teach. #engchat
ecarboni 1/24/2011 8:03 PM #engchat sorry I got here late but enjoyed my time here
MrChase 1/24/2011 8:04 PM Thanks to everyone for not letting my questions fall flat. #engchat



klbz 1/24/2011 8:04 PM @pete_rodrigues Excellent idea to have an #engchat  gathering. #educon
ecarboni 1/24/2011 8:04 PM @MrChase what is Balmorhea? #engchat
MrChase 1/24/2011 8:04 PM @PaulWHankins Doesn't every generation think it invented angst? Isn't that the core of angst? #engchat
MrChase 1/24/2011 8:05 PM @mrami2 @pete_rodrigues Could do an #educon lunch Friday in my room if we liked. #engchat
klbz 1/24/2011 8:05 PM @mrami2 what about the stuff that happens during lunch-- slide showness? Pecha Kucha?) #educon #engchat
chadsansing 1/24/2011 8:05 PM @Edu_Traveler @MrChase cool. we tied a lot of our songs into concepts/understandings, too :) #engchat
MrChase 1/24/2011 8:06 PM @mrami2 @pete_rodrigues Sat it is. #engchat
klbz 1/24/2011 8:06 PM @MrChase @mrami2  @pete_rodrigues  What a nice offer.  I'm in.#educon #engchat
pete_rodrigues 1/24/2011 8:06 PM I'm in RT @mrami2: @pete_rodrigues Sat lunch for  #educon meetup for #engchat, what do you all think?
MrChase 1/24/2011 8:06 PM @ecarboni They're a band out of TX: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Balmorhea  #engchat
dlaufenberg 1/24/2011 8:07 PM @mrchase or we could join lunches with #engchat and #sschat
mrami2 1/24/2011 8:07 PM Ok, Sat lunch for #engchat meetup @ #educon in room 313, let others know as well :)
MrChase 1/24/2011 8:07 PM @pete_rodrigues @mrami2 Rm. 313. #engchat
frankisibberson 1/24/2011 8:08 PM @MrChase @mrami2 Thanks for the great discussion tonight.  See you both at #educon. #engchat
1healigan 1/24/2011 8:08 PM RT @mrami2: Ok, Sat lunch for #engchat meetup @ #educon in room 313, let others know as well :)
pete_rodrigues 1/24/2011 8:08 PM @MrChase @mrami2  #educon #engchat whatever works
klbz 1/24/2011 8:08 PM @pete_rodrigues  @MrChase  @mrami2  Wait-- I meant @MrChase's Friday idea! #educon #engchat
ecarboni 1/24/2011 8:09 PM @MrChase thanks for the info. Always looking for different music to use #engchat
lovedrummin 1/24/2011 8:10 PM RT @cybraryman1: Monday Chats: #mathchat #engchat #sschat #musedchat #ellchat #journchat #kinderchat #smcedu #sagchat: http://bit.ly/9SFJDj
mrami2 1/24/2011 8:11 PM Thanks to all who participated in tonight's #engchat! Next monday @spillarke will lead the discussion!
klbz 1/24/2011 8:11 PM @pete_rodrigues: yep, I can go with whatever works, too.   @MrChase @mrami2  #educon #engchat
mrami2 1/24/2011 8:12 PM #engchat with @spillarke Monday 1/31 at 7 PM EST - gradual release of responsibility model - Pls RT.
1healigan 1/24/2011 8:12 PM @mrami2 #engchat  had to come in and out, but great discussion. So ready for this weekend!
MrChase 1/24/2011 8:12 PM RT @mrami2: Thanks to all who participated in tonights #engchat! Next monday @spillarke will lead the discussion! #engchat
klbz 1/24/2011 8:13 PM @PaulWHankins Who creates that wonderful wall?  #engchat
1healigan 1/24/2011 8:14 PM RT @mrami2: #engchat with @spillarke Monday 1/31 at 7 PM EST - gradual release of responsibility model - Pls RT.
padgets 1/24/2011 8:38 PM @1healigan  #engchat wish I had been at chat tonight, this is our year PD  Heard of Doug Fisher?
TeachMoore 1/24/2011 8:44 PM RT @mrami2: Thanks to all who participated in tonight's #engchat! Next monday @spillarke will lead the discussion!
billclerico 1/24/2011 8:49 PM RT @thereadingzone: I just started using http://crocodoc.com/ for grading/assessment. Love that I can upload an format,comment,+ share w/ kids securely #engchat
stumpteacher 1/24/2011 9:26 PM Weekly resources from @ZImmer557 http://bit.ly/fxY5oj #edchat #sschat #mathchat #engchat
tkraz 1/24/2011 9:29 PM @MrChase @PaulWHankins I'd love to put together a teen angst unit! How far back could we go to show it's nothing new? #engchat
tkraz 1/24/2011 9:33 PM @chadsansing @MrChase We have a similar "Is he human?" disc in 9th grade with Bicentennial Man.  #engchat
tkraz 1/24/2011 10:09 PM Is it possible to import a Google spreadsheet into a quiz app/web page?  #edchat #engchat
BethRitterGuth 1/24/2011 11:08 PM Using MLA and APA on blogs http://bit.ly/hw1NQ1 #engchat #edtech
djtyl 1/24/2011 11:34 PM lk that RT @Edu_Traveler: I used 2 have music Fridays. The music we analyzed tied in w/ the essential ?s & themes of R unit. #engchat
djtyl 1/24/2011 11:38 PM RT @mrami2: #engchat with @spillarke Monday 1/31 at 7 PM EST - gradual release of responsibility model - Pls RT.
FiveCard 1/25/2011 12:02 AM Teaching Innovation|Rhizomatic learning|Leadership activity.Yes, in a lit class. Fancy words! http://tinyurl.com/64rq4tg #isedchat #engchat
djtyl 1/25/2011 12:02 AM performance poetry and sentence fluency http://bit.ly/hHUmkK #engchat
yoopertechgeek 1/25/2011 12:44 AM RT @mrami2: Ok, Sat lunch for #engchat meetup @ #educon in room 313, let others know as well :)
DwyerTeacher 1/25/2011 12:49 AM http://bit.ly/i35o5I Idea of the Day; Inference and Metaphor with Elementary Students #edchat #pyp #engchat
uscedu67 1/25/2011 12:51 AM RT @DwyerTeacher: http://bit.ly/i35o5I Idea of the Day; Inference and Metaphor with Elementary Students #edchat #pyp #engchat
nenifoofer 1/25/2011 2:29 AM The #engchat Daily is out! http://bit.ly/fnwhJP â–¸ Top stories today by @michelleleandra @stumpteacher @marknkilmer @nenifoofer


